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A B S T R A C T   

Estimating the speed-crash relationship has long been a focus area of interest in roadway safety analysis. Because 
of many confounding factors that may influence both speeds and crashes, the relationship cannot be appropri-
ately established without considering the corresponding roadway contexts and accounting for their effects on 
speeds and crashes. This paper investigates the speed-crash relationship for city streets by jointly modeling 
speed, roadway characteristics, and crashes using a path analysis approach that has been recently introduced into 
safety analysis while incorporating a wide range of roadway and traffic related variables and additional speed 
measures. The results from the coherent path analysis identified multiple speed measures of interest that have a 
statistically significant association with crashes as well as having intuitive and useful interpretation. The results 
also supported a positive relationship between speed variability and crash occurrence (i.e., larger spread/vari-
ability in operational speed is associated with more crashes).   

1. Introduction 

There has been great interest in assessing the relationship between 
speed and crash frequency for the past five decades as speed is consid-
ered as one of the key factors contributing to crash risk. The speed-crash 
relationship is often confounded by many other factors (road charac-
teristics, weather, etc.) and as a result the estimated relationship has not 
been consistent across different studies, datasets, or speed measures. 
While speed variation was found to have an adverse effect on safety in 
most of past studies, the findings of previous research on the relationship 
between average speed and crashes have been conflicting with each 
other (Wang et al., 2013; Gargoum and El- Basyouny 2016). For 
example, a negative relationship between average speed and crash fre-
quency/crash rates was found by some studies (see, e.g., Baruya, 1998; 
Quddus, 2013) while a positive relationship was found by other studies 
(e.g., Taylor et al., 2000; Aarts and van Schagen, 2006; Gitelman et al., 
2017). Confounding factors have often been cited as possible reasons for 
such a disputable relationship (see., e.g., Elvik et al., 2004; Aarts and 
Van Schagen, 2006). The argument is that confounding factors may 
influence both speeds and crashes and consequently mask the true 
speed-crash relationship and interactions. 

As a matter of fact, the speed-crash relationship cannot be appro-
priately established without considering the corresponding contexts 

(such as roadway type, roadway geometry, traffic, etc., which may 
confound the relationship between speeds and crashes if not considered) 
and how different factors interact. A holistic approach incorporating 
underlying relationships among different types of variables into esti-
mation of the speed-crash relationship is desired. 

There are two primary relationships among variables to be consid-
ered: the relationship between speed and roadway characteristics 
including traffic volume and other roadway geometry and traffic control 
device variables; and the relationship between crashes and speed. In 
most previous analyses, the relationship between speed and roadway 
characteristics variables and the relationship between crashes and 
speed-related variables (e.g., average speed, variance or standard devi-
ation of speeds) along with roadway characteristics variables were 
assessed separately. A notable exception is the study by Gargoum and 
El-Basyouny (2016). 

Gargoum and El-Basyouny (2016) is an important study that 
attempted incorporating those different relationships simultaneously 
into modeling to explore the association between speed and safety for 
urban streets. They employed path analysis (Bollen, 2014) to identify 
and control for the different variables confounding the speed-crash 
relationship based on data for 353 two-lane urban roads in the city of 
Edmonton, Canada. The average speed data at each location, computed 
using a total of 35 million individual vehicle speed records collected for 
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a five-year period (2009–2013), were linked to the crash frequency at 
each location during the same time frame along with other factors such 
as road, traffic, and climate. The results showed that average speed, 
standard deviation of speed, traffic volume, segment length, presence of 
median, and horizontal alignment have statistically significant (at α =
0.1) direct effects on crashes and posted speed limit, shoulder lanes, and 
bus stop have statistically significant indirect effects on crashes. While 
the outcomes of the analysis are encouraging, some of the estimated 
effects are counterintuitive. For example, while average speed was 
found to be positively correlated with crashes, standard deviation of 
speed was found to be inversely related to crashes (i.e., negatively 
correlated), which contrasts with many of previous studies. The authors 
noted that the standard deviation negative relationship with crashes was 
statistically significant only at the 10 % significance level (p-value =
0.088). The presence of a median, horizontal alignment (presence of 
curve), and shoulder lanes (presence of a shoulder) were also deter-
mined to be positively associated with crash frequency, which deserve 
further investigations. Several key urban roadway features such as land 
use development, driveway density, school zone, and presence of curb 
were not included in the study conducted by Gargoum and El-Basyouny 
(2016). Additionally, only two speed measures (average speed and 
standard deviation of speed) were used in their study. To gain a broader 
understanding of speed-crash relationships for city streets, the proposed 
approach is to conduct an extended study that explores speed-crash 
association with inclusion of a wide range of potential contributing 
factors. 

The objective of this paper is to continue the investigation into the 
relationship between speed and safety for city streets by using a wide 
range of roadway and traffic related variables and speed measures. This 
paper is to coherently assess the speed-crash relationship by exploring 
the underlying relationships among speed, crashes, and roadway char-
acteristics simultaneously based on the roadway characteristics-speed- 
crash databases and identifying important variables that influence 
speed and crashes. In addition to conventional speed measures such as 
average speed and standard deviation (or variance) of speed, several 
additional speed measures that can quantify various aspects of speed 
distributions are examined to identify most relevant speed variable(s) 
that can effectively describe speed-crash relationship. 

2. Previous studies on speed-crash relationship 

Current state-of-the-art knowledge suggests that decreasing speed 
variance on the road decreases crash likelihood and that if all vehicles 
traveled at the same speed, the opportunity for crashes would be low. 
This belief may be based on the Solomon (1964) study, which found that 
on rural highways crash likelihood increases as the discrepancy between 
an individual driver’s speed and the mean speed on the roadway in-
creases. However, the study had limitations in the methodology, the 
precision of the data used, and in being only for one functional classi-
fication (rural highways). In addition to these limitations, the data 
collected for Solomon’s study are now over six decades old; since that 
time, there have been substantial changes in driver demographics; 
driving behavior; vehicle safety features and performance; and, perhaps 
to a lesser extent, highway design. 

Researchers have used various operating speed measures to predict 
the association between the speed choice and its safety effect. The most 
frequent measures used for this purpose are the individual speeds, space 
mean speed, and the speed variance (Aarts and Schagen, 2006). By 
observing vehicle speeds and conducting surveys or questionnaires with 
individual drivers, previous research efforts have determined that crash 
liability increases as the individual driving speeds increase (Fildes et al., 
1991; Maycock et al., 1998). 

Some earlier studies determined that the average operating speed is 
positively correlated with the crash rate and more so with the crash 
severity (Hauer, 1971; Nilsson, 2004; Elvik et al., 2004). Taylor et al. 
(2000), a study based on the United Kingdom, showed that the average 

speed measure was not positively related to crash frequency at aggregate 
level. Using different homogenous groups, however, the findings 
showed that crash counts are positively associated with the average 
operating speed. 

Pei et al. (2012) performed a study exploring the link between speed 
and crash risk. They found several explanatory factors of the association, 
including road design, weather types, and temporal patterns. The study 
showed negative association between crash and average operating 
speed. In another study, Yu et al. (2013) analyzed crash data from one 
year on I-70 in Colorado. The results show that weather condition has a 
significant relationship with crash occurrence. Like previous studies, 
this study found that roadway segments with low posted speed limit and 
high upstream traffic volume (5–10 min before the crash time) has as-
sociation with crash occurrences. This finding could be a result of traffic 
congestion; it could also be affected by severe weather conditions which 
would then be a confounding variable. The findings from a pre-crash 
condition-based study conducted by Imprialou et al. (2016) indicated 
positive association between annual average operating speed and crash 
frequency. However, link based finding shows the opposite association. 
The study mentioned that a link-based approach might be associated 
with significant errors due to the way of data aggregation conducted in 
the study. 

Yu et al. (2018) conducted a study using advanced traffic sensing 
data to investigate aggregation approaches and their impact on 
crash-speed relationship analysis. Using data from Shanghai urban 
expressway system, the results show that during congested traffic con-
ditions, average operating speed is negatively associated with crash 
frequency. In another study, Wang et al. (2018) used taxi-based high 
frequency GPS data from eight arterials in Shanghai to investigate the 
impact of speed on traffic crashes The findings show that a 1% increase 
in mean operating speed was associated with a 0.70 % increase in total 
crash counts. 

Dutta and Fontaine (2019) conducted a study using probe data and 
continuous count station data on 6-lane urban freeway segments in 
Virginia. The study found that speed variation shows an increasing effect 
on crash frequency on urban freeways. Banihashemi et al. (2019) found 
that an increase in the severity of crashes (a ratio of fatal and injury 
crashes to total crashes) was related to an increase in speed differential. 

Hutton et al. (2020) examined the speeds of individual drivers along 
100 study segments to evaluate variations among drivers on the same 
roadway segment as well as variance within individual trips. The find-
ings show that road characteristics have impact on speed-crash rela-
tionship. The findings also show that speed variation between trips is 
associated with multi-vehicle crash incidents. Most of the other evalu-
ated speed measures (for example, space mean speed, average operating 
speed) either had a negative correlation or they were not found to be 
related to crash frequency. Das et al. (2020) study examined the 
speed-crash relationship in USDOT Safety Data Initiative (SDI) rural 
speed safety pilot project. The uniqueness of this study is the usage of 
aggregated speed measures of 5-minute interval operating speed and 
rainfall data in the modeling framework. The findings show that 
speed-related operational information (for example, average operating 
speed, standard deviation of operating speed, difference between 
weekend and weekday operating speed) can be used to understand 
safety outcomes on rural highways better. 

As presented, the findings of previous studies are not consistent, 
sometimes even conflicting, which may have been caused by the issue of 
ecological fallacy or aggregation bias (see, e.g., Davis, 2002, 2004; Hauer, 
2005) in addition to other confounding factors. This again calls for a 
holistic approach considering the corresponding roadway contexts, as 
well as taking into account confounding factors and how different fac-
tors interact, in deriving a speed-crash relationship. 

3. Data 

The database was developed as a fusion of several datasets which 
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contains data for operating speed, crashes, and roadway characteristics 
including posted speed limit and vehicle volume. The researchers 
determined that the most efficient approach to building the database was 
to investigate existing sources to obtain the needed data and supplement 
those sources as resources permit. Operating speed data were obtained 
from 663 on-road tube sites (RTS) in the city of Austin collected between 
2015 and 2017. Crash data for 2011–2017 were extracted from the Crash 
Records Information System (CRIS) data assembled and maintained by 
the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). TxDOT also maintains 
a database that includes a variety of roadway characteristics and AADT 
values for the corresponding roadway sections as the Roadway Highway 
Inventory Network Offload (RHiNO). To determine the association 
among operating speed, roadway characteristics, and crash outcomes, 
the researchers developed a database where the RTS was conflated with 
RHiNO and CRIS to build the database for analysis. In addition, the re-
searchers used Google® Earth to gather the additional necessary 
roadway and traffic control device data for each segment. The segment 
boundaries were identified as intersections with traffic control or 
roadway geometry that would affect speed, generally being intersections 
with traffic control signals or stop-control on the segment and in a few 
cases a horizontal curve or the end of the street. More details on the 
compilation of speed data, crash data, and roadway characteristics data 
can be found in Fitzpatrick et al. (2021). 

Tables 1 and 2 list the distribution of number of segments and total 
segment length by posted speed limit and number of lanes, respectively. 
The dominant groups for these variables are roadways with a posted 
speed limit of 30 mph and two-lane roadways. 

Tables 3 and 4contain descriptions of the specific geometric variables 
considered in the analyses and the descriptive statistics for them, 
respectively. These variables were primarily chosen based on the find-
ings from relevant studies as discussed in the literature review. 

4. Methods and results 

To examine the relationships among crashes, speed, and roadway 
characteristics including posted speed limit, and volume, the researchers 
selected non-intersection or segment crashes rather than all crashes. All 
crashes would have included intersection crashes, especially signalized 
intersection crashes. The non-intersection or segment crashes were 
identified as those coded as not intersection (NI) or driveway (D) 
related, and the abbreviation of NID was selected to indicate that the 
crashes reflected segment crashes. The researchers conducted evalua-
tions using crashes with injuries (KABC) and crashes with all severity 
levels (KABCO; where K = Fatal, A = Incapacitating Injury, B = Non- 
Incapacitating Injury, C = Complaint, and O = No Injury) in case the 
evaluations that only included the fatal/injury crashes was limited by 
sample size. 

In this study, researchers considered several speed measures that can 
quantify various aspects of speed distributions at each segment including 
newly developed measures as well as speed measures explored previously 
in other studies such as average speed and standard deviation of speed. 
Table 5 contains the speed measures considered in the current analysis. 

Fig. 1 shows some of the speed measures (PSL, SpdAve, PSL − Avg, 
Pace, PSL − S85) of Table 5 to help illustrate several of the speed 

measures considered in this study. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show the speed 
distribution for a segment with a posted speed limit of 60 mph and 30 
mph, respectively. The calculated values of the average, 50th percentile, 
and 85th percentile speeds are called out within the plots. Within traffic 
engineering, the 10-mph pace, which is defined as the 10-mph range 
containing the most vehicles, is sometimes considered when evaluating 
the operations on the roadway. For example, the process in the Florida 
Department of Transportation (DOT) Speed Zoning for Highways, Road 
and Streets in Florida manual (2018) is to post the speed limit at or near 
the upper limit of the 10-mph pace when the observed 85th percentile 
speed falls above the upper limit of the 10-mph pace. The roadway 
segment shown in Fig. 1(a), has a speed distribution where the upper 
limit of the 10-mph pace (62 mph) is slightly less than the 85th 
percentile speed of 62.5 mph. The percent of vehicles within that 
10-mph range was considered within the analyses discussed in this 
paper. 

4.1. Path analysis 

The focus of this analysis is to assess the effect of speed on crashes 
while accounting for the effects of other roadway characteristics vari-
ables on speed and crashes. Note that while roadway characteristic 
variables (e.g., traffic volume) may affect both speed and crashes, some 

Table 1 
Number of segments by posted speed limit.  

Posted Speed Limit (mph) Number of Segments Length (mi) 

25 169 52 
30 318 138 
35 68 36 
40 51 37 
45 43 28 
50 12 13 
55 2 2 
Grand Total 663 305  

Table 2 
Number of segments by number of lanes.  

Number of Lanes Number of Segments Length (mi) 

2 529 222 
4 126 78 
6 8 6 
Grand Total 663 305  

Table 3 
Roadway and traffic control device variables used in the analysis for City of 
Austin, Texas.  

Variable Description 

Beg_IT_Legs Number of legs for intersection at beginning of segment 
Bike1yes Bike lane presence: 1 = yes, 0 = no 
Curb1yes Is curb and gutter present on segment: 1 = yes or 0 = no 
Develop2 Development: Resident = 1, Other = 0 
DUpmBoth Driveways and unsignalized intersections per mile in both directions 
End_IT_Legs Number of legs for intersection at ending of segment 
Horz1tan Horizontal alignment: 1=straight(tangent), 0=some horizontal 

curvature 
Len_mi Segment length (mi) 
Median2 Median type: Raised = 1, NotRaised = 0 
MedWidth Typical or average median width for the segment (ft) 
NSigInt Number of signalized intersections along segment, including the 

signals at the begin or end of the segment 
OnStPk2 On-street parking: OnStrPrk = 1, None = 0 
PdCr1yes Is a midblock marked pedestrian crossing present within the segment: 

1 = yes or 0 = no 
PedAuto Typical or average distance between the sidewalk and the automobile 

lane for the segment, sum of the following (when present): parking 
width, bike width, bike-auto separation, and sidewalk to road 
separation (ft) 

PSL Posted speed limit (mph) 
RoadSurf Distance between the driving surface edges, calculated as number of 

through lanes multiplied by average lane width plus median width 
plus parking widths plus bike widths 

RU_F_rev Functional classification for street: Urban Local = 1, Not Local = 0 
ScZn1yes School zone presence: 1 = yes, 0 = no 
SdWk1yes Is a sidewalk present within the segment: 1 = yes or 0 = no 
Site Unique name for each site, consist of a segment number plus the 

primary direction for traffic (e.g., NB, SB, EB, or WB) 
Vol_Day Volume per day in both directions. Typically, the value is from TxDOT 

RHiNO’s ADT_ADJ. If ADT_ADJ is not available or when ADT_ADJ =
405 (a known placeholder) the value is the average daily volume from 
the on-road counter  
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variables such as the posted speed limit may affect crashes only through 
operating speeds and so only indirectly affect crashes. A speed variable 
plays the role of mediator variable (or intervening variable) between 
crashes and other variables that affect crashes only indirectly in this 
case. In addition to assessing the speed-crash relationship, it is also of 
interest to evaluate indirect effects of roadway characteristics on crashes 
through a mediator variable (speed) as well as direct effects of roadway 
characteristics on crashes. 

To accommodate these general relationships among variables, re-
searchers jointly modeled the relationship between crashes and speeds 
along with roadway characteristics and the relationship between speeds 
and roadway characteristics as well as the speed limit simultaneously 
based on a coherent Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) framework 
(Bollen, 2014), specifically using path analysis. Although SEM has been 
extensively used primarily in social and behavioral sciences (Tehrani 
and Yamini, 2020; Hollett et al., 2020; Hagger et al., 2018; Krishnan 
et al., 2018; Bellini et al., 2017; Seddig and Lomazzi, 2019; Özgür, 
2020), a few recent transportation safety studies have also employed 
SEM (Choudhary et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2019; Mokarami et al., 2019; 
Lee et al., 2018). Path analysis is a special case of SEM where there is no 
latent variable in the model (i.e., all variables in the model are measured 
variables). Regardless of many advantages, path analysis has not been 
widely used in safety analysis yet. The study by Gargoum and 
El-Basyouny (2016) is one of the handful studies that employed the path 
analysis approach. 

The path analysis model in this study consists of two submodels: 1. 
Crash model (Model 1) describing the relationship between crashes 
(outcome variable) and speed (mediator variable) as well as other 
roadway characteristic variables (independent variables); and 2. Speed 
model (Model 2) describing the relationship between speed and other 
roadway characteristic variables (including the posted speed limit). For 
the crash model (Model 1), a negative binomial model with the mean 
given in Eq. (1), which expresses the log mean crash frequency as a 
function of covariates corresponding to a speed variable and other 
roadway characteristic variables in Tables 4 and 5, was adopted. 

μi = exp(β0 + miβm + X1iβ1 + ⋯ + XKiβK) (1)  

where yi is the observed outcome variable (the number of crashes that 
occurred on the segment in 7 years) on segment i (i = 1,⋯,I), μi = E

(
yi
)

is the expected number of crashes for 7 years, mi is the mediator variable 
(a measure of speed), X1i, ⋯, XKi are K covariates, and β0, βm, β1,⋯,

βK denote regression coefficients for the outcome variable. 
For the speed model (Model 2), a normal linear model given in Eq. 

(2) was employed. 

mi = α0 + X1iα1 + ⋯ + XLiαL + εi (2)  

where α0,α1,⋯, αL are regression coefficients. 
Estimation was performed by SEM software Mplus version 8.3 

(Muthén and Muthén, 2017). Several different models (with different 
sets of independent variables) for each mediator variable in Table 5 were 
explored. Table 4 contains the roadway characteristic variables used in 
path analysis. Researchers kept variables in the model if the corre-
sponding p-values were less than 0.2. It needs to be noted, however, that 
there may be multiple models that may be adequate for any given data 
set. Researchers used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) which is 
a popular penalized-likelihood criterion used for model selection in 
various applications (see, for example, Kass and Raftery, 1995), to select 
an appropriate model. Although a model with lower BIC is preferred in 
general, a physically more meaningful model can be selected whenever 
there is not much difference in BIC values among competing models. 
Note that BIC can be used for comparing models with different inde-
pendent variables but not models with different dependent variables. 
That is, BIC values should not be compared across different outcome 
variables or mediator variables as they represent different data sets. 

4.2. Results using all segments available 

The estimated regression coefficients for crashes in Eq.s (1) and (2) 
with having each of speed variables in Table 5 as a mediator variable 
and roadway characteristic variables selected from those in Table 4 are 
given in Tables 6,7. The results were split between Table 6 and Table 7 
for space reasons. Table 6 provides results for mediator variables of PSL 
(posted speed limit), CoefVar (coefficient of variation), PerOvPSL 
(percent of observations over the speed limit), StdSpd (standard devia-
tion), Pace, and SpdAve (average speed). Table 7 provides results for the 
mediator variables that reflected the difference between two speed 
measures and includes Abs(PSL − Avg), which is the absolute value of 
difference between the posted speed limit and average speed, PSL − Avg 
(posted speed limit minus average speed), PSL − S85 (Posted speed limit 
minus 85th percentile speed), and S85− Avg (85th percentile speed 
minus average speed). For space issues, only the results based on the 
fatal/injury crashes (KABC_NID crashes) are reported in this paper. The 
results based on crashes with all severity levels (KABCO_NID crashes) 
are not significantly different from those based on the fatal/injury 
crashes except that the effect sizes for mediator variables are smaller 
(and in some cases become statistically insignificant) compared to those 
based on the fatal/injury crashes. Interested readers can consult Fitz-
patrick et al. (2021) for the detailed results on KABCO_NID crashes. 

It can be seen from Table 6 and Table 7 that the mediator variables, 
standard deviation, Pace, absolute value of difference between the 

Table 4 
Descriptive statistics of key variables.  

Variablea Variable 
Typeb 

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Beg_IT_Legs Numerical 1 5 3.48 0.59 
End_IT_Legs Numerical 1 5 3.48 0.58 
DUpmBoth Numerical 0 174.4 47.33 41.76 
Len_mi Numerical 0.06 2.77 0.46 0.29 
MedWidth Numerical 0 50 3.01 6.79 
NSigInt Numerical 0 2 0.68 0.85 
PedAuto Numerical 0 37 5.83 5.62 
PSL Numerical 25 55 31.42 6.20 
RoadSurf Numerical 18 100 41.67 15.07 
Vol_Day Numerical 92 44,673 6749.17 9404.19 
Bike1yes Dichotomous 0 1 0.22 0.42 
Curb1yes Dichotomous 0 1 0.95 0.22 
Horz1tan Dichotomous 0 1 0.35 0.48 
PdCr1yes Dichotomous 0 1 0.10 0.31 
ScZn1yes Dichotomous 0 1 0.09 0.28 
SdWk1yes Dichotomous 0 1 0.64 0.48 
Develop2 Dichotomous Residential (525), Other (138) 
Median2 Dichotomous 1: Raised (53), 0: NotRaised (610) 
OnStPk2 Dichotomous 1: OnStrPk(199), 0: None (464) 
RU_F_rev Dichotomous 1: Local (360), 0: NotLocal (303) 

Notes: 
a Variable descriptions are in Table 3. 
b For dichotomous variables, ‘1′ indicates the presence of the feature and ‘0′

indicates its absence. 

Table 5 
Speed measures considered.  

Speed Measures Description 

Abs(PSL − Avg) Absolute value of posted speed limit minus average speed (mph) 
CoefVar Coefficient of variation of speed 
Pace Percent of vehicles in 10-mph pace for the site (%) 
PerOvPSL Percent of observations over the speed limit for the site (%) 
PSL Posted speed limit (mph) 
PSL − Avg Posted speed limit minus average speed (mph) 
PSL − S85 Posted speed limit minus 85th percentile speed (mph) 
S85− Avg 85th percentile speed minus average speed (mph) 
SpdAve Average speed (mph) 
StdSpd Standard deviation (mph)  
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posted speed limit and average speed, posted speed limit minus average 
speed, posted speed limit minus 85th percentile, and 85th percentile 
speed minus average speed, have statistically significant effects at α =
0.05 on KABC_NID crash frequency. The association was positive for 
absolute value of difference between the posted speed limit and average 
speed, posted speed limit minus average speed, posted speed limit minus 
85th percentile, 85th percentile speed minus average speed, and stan-
dard deviation of speed (i.e., as the values of those mediator increases, 
crash frequency increases), but negative for Pace (i.e., as the value of 
Pace increase, crash frequency decreases) which was expected. Also, the 
presence of curbs, being in a residential area, and presence of a raised 
median are associated with lower crash frequency. The number of 
signalized intersections, traffic volumes, and segment length were found 
to be positively correlated with crash frequency. As expected, higher 
Posted Speed Limit is associated with higher absolute value of difference 
between the posted speed limit and average speed, posted speed limit 
minus average speed, posted speed limit minus 85th percentile, 85th 
percentile speed minus average speed, standard deviation of speed, and 
average speed, but with lower Pace and Percent of observations over the 
speed limit. This implies that the posted speed limit has indirect effects 

on crashes through its effect on those speed measures. 

4.3. Results Using Segments with PSL of 25–45 mph 

Researchers also refitted the path analysis model for KABC crashes 
with absolute value of difference between the posted speed limit and 
average speed as a mediator variable after excluding the road segments 
with posted speed limits 50 and 55 mph because streets with those speed 
limits may be considered as streets not having typical city character. 
There was one segment with 55 mph as the posted speed limit and 6 
segments with 50 mph as the posted speed limit in the original data. 
Excluding those segments resulted in removal of 14 sites out of 663 sites, 
leaving 649 sites corresponding to 25–45 mph segments in the data. 
Initially, a full model with all of roadway characteristic variables in 
Table 4 was fitted to the dataset consisting of 649 sites, and then the 
model was refitted after removing variables that were insignificant at α 
= 0.1. 

The crash rate (in Million Vehicle Miles Traveled, MVMT) for the 
Austin data was calculated and graphed with the speed metric of PSL −
Avg (difference between posted speed limit and average speed) to 

Fig. 1. Illustration of Several Speed Measures from Table 5. 
(a) segment with 60-mph posted speed limit 
(b) segment with 30-mph posted speed limit 
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provide an appreciation of the potential relationship, see Fig. 2. Note 
that crash frequency along with segment length and volumes were used 
in the statistical analyses rather than the crash rate shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 also has a simple trend line to help illustrate the relationship. The 
minimum crash rate appears to be near the point when posted speed 
limit equals average speed. When Posted speed limit minus 85th 
percentile speed is compared to crash rate, the low point is below the 
zero point which creates challenges in interpreting relationships. 
Therefore, the absolute value of difference between posted speed limit 
and average speed may be a better speed measure to identify and un-
derstand how variables are affecting safety on city streets. 

The estimated model coefficients for KABC crashes from path anal-
ysis based on data from 649 sites corresponding to 25–45 mph segments 
are presented in Table 8. It can be seen from the table that the mediator 
variable Abs(PSL − Avg), absolute value of difference between posted 
speed limit and average speed, is statistically significant at α = 0.1 
having a positive association with KABC crashes (i.e., as the values of 
Abs(PSL − Avg) increases, KABC crash frequency increases). Also, res-
idential area and the presence of raised median are associated with 
lower crash frequency. The number of signalized intersections, traffic 
volumes, and segment length were found to be positively correlated with 
crash frequency. As expected, higher PSL (posted speed limit) is asso-
ciated with higher Abs(PSL − Avg), which implies that PSL has indirect 
effects on KABC crashes through its effect on Abs(PSL − Avg). Note that 
the presence of bike lane, the presence of school zone, and functional 

classification for street (with 1 for Urban Local, 0 otherwise) also have 
indirect effects on KABC crashes as they have statistically significant 
positive associations with Abs(PSL − Avg). Distance between the driving 
surface edges (RoadSurf) has a statistically significant negative associ-
ation with Abs(PSL − Avg), which also has an indirect effect on KABC 
crashes, subsequently. The relationships of the variables with either 
KABC_NID or Abs(PSL − Avg) is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the standard 
errors of model coefficient estimates are provided in parentheses. 

5. Conclusions 

This study assessed the speed-crash relationship by using path 
analysis which is a coherent approach jointly modeling the relationship 
between speed and roadway characteristics and the relationship be-
tween crash frequency and speed taking into account roadway contexts. 
In addition to conventional speed measures such as average speed and 
standard deviation of speed, additional speed measures were investi-
gated to quantify various aspects of speed distributions on crash 
frequency. 

The results showed that, regardless of the mediator variable (speed 
measure), the presence of a median or presence of curb and gutter has 
statistically significant (at α = 0.05) negative direct effects on KABC 
crashes (i.e., the presence is associated with less crashes). Other vari-
ables having statistically significant (at α = 0.05) direct effects on KABC 
crashes regardless of mediator variables are the number of signalized 

Table 6 
Estimated regression coefficients for KABC_NID crashes by path analysis (mediator variable: PSL, CoefVar, PerOvPSL, StdSpd, Pace, or SpdAve).  

Notes: 1. LnVol = Log(Vol_Day), LnLen = Log(Len_mi); 2.The coefficient ‘0′ denotes that the corresponding variable was excluded from the model; 3. Cells are highlight 
in light gray when the p-value is between 0.05 and 0.1.; 4. Cells are highlighted in dark gray when the p-value is less than 0.05. 
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Table 7 
Estimated regression coefficients for KABC_NID crashes by path analysis (mediator variable: Abs(PSL − Avg), PSL − Avg, PSL − S85, or S85− Avg).  

Notes: 1. LnVol=Log(Vol_Day), LnLen=Log(Len_mi); 2. The coefficient ‘0′ denotes that the corresponding variable was excluded from the model; 3. Cells are highlight 
in light gray when the p-value is between 0.05 and 0.1.; 4. Cells are highlighted in dark gray when the p-value is less than 0.05. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of crash rate to the difference between posted speed limit and average speed.  
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intersections, traffic volume, and segment length, which are all found to 
be positively correlated with crashes as expected. Although the indirect 
effects of other roadway characteristic variables vary depending on the 
mediator variable in the model, it is worth noting that the posted speed 
limit (PSL) has a statistically significant positive indirect effect on KABC 
crash frequency through mediator variables absolute value of difference 
between the posted speed limit and average speed (Abs(PSL − Avg)), 
posted speed limit minus average speed (PSL − Avg), posted speed limit 
minus 85th percentile (PSL − S85), 85th percentile speed minus average 

speed (S85− Avg), average speed (SpdAve), or standard deviation of 
speed (StdSpd). Several of the speed measures considered (PSL, Coeffi-
cient of Variation, StdSpd, Pace, Abs(PSL − Avg), PSL − Avg, PSL − S85, 
and S85− Avg) showed statistically significant (at α = 0.05) effects on 
crashes with injuries. Especially, Abs(PSL − Avg) provides a very intu-
itive and useful interpretation, suggesting association with lower KABC 
crashes when the average speed is closer to PSL for city streets. 

Another important implication from this research is the confirmation 
of the relation between the speed variability and crash occurrence 

Table 8 
Estimated regression coefficients for KABC_NID crashes by path analysis with a mediator variable: Abs(PSL − Avg) based on 649 sites (PSL from 25 to 45 mph).  

Notes: 1. LnVol=Log(Vol_Day), LnLen=Log(Len_mi); 2. Cells are highlight in light gray when the p-value is between 0.05 and 0.1.; 3. Cells are highlighted in dark gray 
when the p-value is less than 0.05. 

Fig. 3. Path analysis outcomes for segments with posted speed limits of 20 to 45 mph. Standard errors are given in parentheses.  
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(unlike Gargoum and El-Basyouny (2016) which observed a counterin-
tuitive direction of the standard deviation of speed with a p-value of 
0.088). Stated in another manner, when the range of operating speeds is 
great within a segment, more KABC crashes occur. This is indicated by 
positive and statistically significant effects of mediator variables stan-
dard deviation and coefficient of variation of speeds in Table 6 and Abs 
(PSL-Avg), PSL-Avg, PSL-S85, and S85-Avg in Table 7 which can all be 
viewed as measures of spread/variability or speed differential for the 
speed distribution. The effects of all the aforementioned mediator var-
iables are consistent with past research and intuition: larger spread/ 
variability in operational speed is indicative of reduced smoothness in 
operations, with higher potential for speed differentials. That condition, 
in turn, may result in increased risk of crash occurrence as the results 
from this work clearly suggest. Another possible explanation is that the 
associations researchers found could indicate that sites with more speed 
variability tend to be those with mixed visual cues or prone to ambig-
uous contextual situations (e.g., wide streets in a residential setting) that 
may result in different drivers choosing different speeds, and perhaps by 
doing so a larger proportion of the driving population could be more 
likely to exceed roadway conditions and thus increase their risk of 
crashing. Nevertheless, those or other causal interpretations of this study 
results cannot be confirmed from this work. It needs to be noted that this 
study provides evidence of association (a suggestive evidence) between 
the speed variables and crashes, not a conclusive evidence for causal 
claims. 

Future research would include considering two (or more) speed 
measures simultaneously as mediator variables or introducing latent 
variables related to other external factors that may affect safety in 
addition to speed variables into structural equation modeling and 
examine how the speed-safety relationships are affected. It is also of 
interest to examine the similarities and differences in speed-safety re-
lationships by crash types and facility types (e.g., speed effects at rural 
highways vs. urban highways, and for roadway departure, overturn, and 
head on crashes, just to mention a few) based on path analysis. Finally, 
employing other crash models such as zero-inflated negative binomial 
models or rare event logistic regression models to deal with excess zeros 
in more disaggregated crash data (such as monthly or daily crash data) is 
another area of interest. 
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